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ABSTRACT

To improve the usefulness of the electroretinogram (ERG) in identifying the sites
and mechanisms of adaptation, development and disease processes, a quantitative model
was developed based on the biochemical reaction kinetics in the phototransduction
cascade and experimental data. A set of differential equations were derived to predict the
electrical response of photoreceptors to light and system identification was employed to
determine the model parameters. When applied to wild-type and retina-damaged mice,
the proposed model effectively described the ERG a-wave over a range of light
intensities and different stimulus patterns. From the model parameters, the retinadamaged subjects could be differentiated from the normal ones. It is anticipated that this
model could help detect changes in the phototransduction process and enhance the utility
of ERG in the clinic. It also provides insights into dynamics of the vision system.

xiii

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The visual sight is the main information source for the human brain to sense the
world. Compared with hearing and smelling, the vision is a highly important sensory
system in perceiving the world.
While visual processing is very complex, it is initiated in the retina. Although the
retina is only about 0.33 mm thick and 1100 square mm surface area (Kolb, Nelson &
Fernandezs, 2000), its value is out of proportion to its size. It is well known that the
retina senses light and converts an image into neural signals. The complex nervous
system cannot function well without a healthy retina. Human lifestyle and performance
could be affected in every aspect by any retinal disease. Scientists and natural
philosophers have been interested in it for centuries.
In order to understand visual, many methods have been used (e.g. Hood & Birch,
1990; Lamb & Pugh, 1992). From the 1960s, the electroretinogram (ERG) has become a
very important means. The ERG is the recording of light-induced electrical activities of
the retinal, and the summation of the electrical signals generated by the different cells of
the retina.
The ERG is the only objective measurement of the function of the retina in vivo.
It does not depend on the function of the optic nerve, but it changes with age and in
disease process. For years, doctors have used ERG to diagnose and track retinal diseases
in clinic (Berson, 1975).
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The recording of ERGs in the clinical setting has become much more popular as
protocols are standardized and commercial equipments further developed (Birch, 1989),
which leads to a better understanding of the relationship between the patterns of the ERG
and the sites of disease action. These findings imply that it is possible to measure the
parameters of both normal and abnormal retinas with the ERG, and thus to test
quantitative hypotheses.
The ERG is known as the result of a summation of a few components (Einthoven
& Jolly, 1908; Granit, 1933; Armington, 1974) and generated from extracellular currents.
The a-wave is one of the major components of the ERG. It is generated from the
photoreceptors (Granit, 1933; Penn & Hagins, 1969). As a result of intensive studies at
the molecular level, the causes of phototransduction and the relationship between the ERG
and the underlying biochemistry have become more clearly understood (Koutalos et al.,
1995a; Koutalos et al., 1995b).
Advanced analytical approaches and models have been developed to describe the
ERG a-wave responses (Hood & Birch, 1990; Lamb & Pugh, 1992; Nikonov, et al.,
1998). However, there are limitations in these models. For example, some models are
empirical thus the model parameters have no physical meanings. Some models are based
on the biochemical mechanisms, but they are oversimplified.
The objective of this research is to provide a biophysical description of the
photoreceptor response based on the kinetics of phototransduction and experimental data.
The biochemical reactions in phototransduction are described by a set of mathematical
equations, which is derived to depict the activation, termination and modulation phases of
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phototransduction as a series of relatively simple physical and biochemical processes.
The proposed modeling approach presents a quantitative description of the ERG a-wave.
Normal and retina-damaged mice were used to test the model. System
identification was employed to determine the model parameters. For both wild-type and
retina-damaged mice, the model effectively described the isolated ERG a-wave over a
range of light intensities and different stimulus patterns. The estimated model parameters
differentiated retina-damaged mice from normal ones. The model helps detect changes in
the phototransduction process and may enhance the utility of ERG. It also provides
insights into the dynamics of the visual signal process.
The thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter addresses the importance
and the purpose of this research. Five subtopics are covered in Chapter 2 to provide
readers much of the background for the following chapters. Following a review of two
published models, a quantitative model is presented in Chapter 3, which describes the
electrical response of photoreceptors to light. In Chapter 4, the experiment plan, subject
preparation, and ERG recording are described, and parameters estimation based on the
system identification and optimization is discussed. Experimental data are presented and
compared with the prediction results by calibrated model. The research is summarized
and recommendations for further work are made in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Retinal Neurons
The retina is the inner layer of the back portion of the eyeball. Its function is to
convert light rays into electrical impulses that are transmitted to the brain by way of the
optic nerve. There are six general classes of neurons, which are organized into discrete
layers or lamina, in the vertebrate retina (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Simple diagram of the organization of the retina.
(http://webvision.med.utah.edu/sretina.html)

The five main classes are: photoreceptor cells, horizontal cells, bipolar cells,
amacrine cells and ganglion cells (Cajal, 1972).
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Photoreceptor cells are the light-sensitive cells. They absorb light and convert it to
electrical signals that are eventually passed to the brain. There are two types of
photoreceptors: rod and cone cells, which will be discussed later.
According to their functions, the horizontal cells can be divided into two classes:
luminosity-type horizontal cells and chromaticity-type horizontal cells. In general, the
former sense the amount of light striking the photoreceptors, and the latter have lightevoked responses with kinetics strongly dependent upon the color of the light stimuli.
The bipolar cells are in the second synaptic layer. They transfer image
information from the photoreceptor cells to the ganglion cells. These cells can be divided
into two functional classes: ‘on’ and ‘off’ bipolar cells. The classification is based on the
character of the cell response to small spots of light positioned over the center of the
cell’s receptive field. When illumination increases, ‘on’ bipolar cells depolarize, and ‘off’
bipolar cell hyperpolarize.
The amacrine cells are named by their anatomy: they have an axonless cell body.
Lateral and radial interconnections in the inner plexiform layer are composed of the
amacrine cells. Amacrine cells have a lot of different anatomical classes and functional
counterparts.
The ganglion cells are the output neurons of the retina. They convey image
information from the retina to the lateral geniculate nucleus in the thalamus. The ganglion
cells are made up of diversiform anatomical subclasses whose precise functions have yet
to be fully explored.

5

2.2 Photoreceptors: Rod and Cone
2.2.1 Structure
Rod photoreceptors are highly sensitive to light. They are functional in dim
viewing conditions, and thus provide ‘night vision’. There is only one class of rod
photoreceptors.
Cone photoreceptors are functional in most viewing conditions, although they are
not as sensitive to dim light as rods. In human, cones are able to detect color because
three classes of cone photoreceptors express different photopigments.
The structures of the vertebrate rods and cones are similar (Figure 2). The
photoreceptor has two functional compartments: the inner and outer segments. The
mitochondria, nucleus and endoplasmic reticulum are in the inner segment, which
connects to the synaptic terminal. The inner segment supplies energy and synthesizes
protein. The mechanism of phototransduction, which is the process by which light is
converted into electrical signals in a photoreceptor cell, occurs in the outer segment.
(Snyder & Menzel, 1975; Enoch & Tobey, 1981).
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Fig. 2. Structure of rods and cones, and nature of the circulating current.
From left to right: a salamander rod, a salamander red-sensitive cone
and a mammalian rod (Pugh & Lamb, 2000).

2.2.2 The circulating electrical current
The protein compositions of the surface membrane in the inner and outer
segments are greatly different. For ion permeation, there are only two active classes of
protein in the outer segment membrane: the cGMP-gated channel (or cyclic nucleotide
gated channel or CNGC) and the electrogenic Na + / Ca 2+ , K + exchange (NCKX). On the
other hand, the membrane of the inner segment includes K + channels of two main
7

varieties as well as channels permeable to other cations, including Ca 2+ . (Molday &
Kaupp, 2000).
The cGMP-gated channel in the outer segment is controlled to open or close by
the cytoplasmic messenger of phototransduction, cGMP. In resting dark conditions, the
concentration of free cGMP is several µM, and a small proportion of the cGMP-gated
channels are held open. The permeation of the ions (e.g. Na + , Ca 2+ and K + ) between the
inner and outer segment through cGMP-gated channels will produce a current. Under this
condition, the net current is inward (at the normal resting potential of vertebrate robs and
cones, ca –35 to –40 mV) (Pugh & Lamb, 2000). When the concentration of free cGMP
varies, the number of open cGMP-gated channels will change. Then the value and
direction of the current will change correspondingly.

2.3 Phototransduction
When light comes in, the photoreceptor outer segments absorb the photons and
generate an electrical response. This process is called phototransduction. ‘G-protein
cascade’, which is a sequence of reactions initiated by a G-protein-coupled receptor
(GPCR) protein, plays the most important role.
The phototransduction process in vertebrate photoreceptors includes three steps:
activation, termination and modulation. Activation results in the response to the light.
Each activated molecular species tends to shut down in the termination step. Modulation
refers to the regulation of the entire signaling system. Termination and modulation are so
closely related (especially in time) that they are often combined. Then the photo8

transduction process is considered to have two major stages: (a) activation and (b)
termination and modulation (Pugh & Lamb, 2000).

2.3.1 Activation
Activation involves proteins and cGMP-gated channels. The principal proteins are
rhodopsin, the G-protein and the phosphodiesterase. The process is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Activation steps of the phototransduction cascade
in vertebrate photoreceptors (Pugh & Lamb, 2000).
When a visual pigment molecule (rhodopsin) in a photoreceptor cell captures a
photon, its bent 11-cis conformation will convert to the relatively straight all-trans form.
Then the length of the chromophore molecule will extend slightly because of
straightening. It stresses the opsin protein molecule from the interior and thereby triggers
the conformational changes that result in enzymatic activities. In other words, rhodopsin
changes to a state R* (activated rhodopsin) by photoisomerization.
Through diffusion, the activated rhodopsin contacts the G-protein on the disc
membrane. The accessibility of the nucleotide binding site to the aqueous environment is
increased. G-protein can release its GDP easily (Sprang, 1997; Hamm, 1998; Liri, Farfel
9

& Bourne, 1998). When the complex encounters a GTP in the cytoplasm, G-protein will
bind GTP to produce an activated form G* (= Gα − GTP ), which carries the signal
forward, and separates from R* (Bornancin, Pfister & Chabre, 1989; Hofmann, 1986;
Hofmann, 2000). At the end of this sequence the R* is released unaltered, and is
therefore free to interact with other G molecules, and thereby catalyzing their activation.
As a result, a single activated molecule of R* can trigger the activation of G* at a rate in
the order of hundreds of molecules per second (Pugh & Lamb, 1993; Hofmann, 2000;
Kahlert & Hofmann, 1991).
The cGMP phosphodiesterase, the ‘effector protein’ E, has two catalytic α and β
subunits (Artemyev, et al., 1996; Beavo, 1995; Stroop & Beavo, 1992). Through the
diffusion on the membrane surface, two G* subunits bind to γ subunits of the cGMP
phosphodiesterase E. Then the two catalytic α and β subunits are activated. The activated
form is E* (= (Gα − GTP ) − PDEγ ).
The cGMP-gated channel translates the message embodied in the cytoplasmic
concentration of cGMP into an electrical signal. E* catalyzes the hydrolysis of cGMP
(cG). The consequent reduction in cytoplasmic concentration of cGMP leads to the
closure of cyclic nucleotide gated channels. Then the inward flux of Na + and Ca 2+ will
be blocked, leading to a reduction in the circulating electrical current.

2.3.2 Termination and Modulation
In the termination and modulation process, the activated proteins (e.g. R*, G* and
E*) are shut off, and the concentration of cGMP is regulated.
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According to the existing research, at least three proteins are involved in the
termination or down-regulating activity of R*. They are rhodopsin kinase (RK), arrestin
(Arr) and recoverin (Rec). In the dark-adapted state, most of the recoverin (Rec) is in

Ca 2+ -bound form at the membrane. Rec-2Ca forms a complex with rhodopsin kinase
(RK), blocking its activity. Thus at the resting Ca 2+ level, few molecules of RK are
available to interact with R*.
During the light response, the reduction of the concentration of cGMP blocks the
inward Na + and Ca 2+ , but a Na + / Ca 2+ , K + exchanger continues to pump Ca 2+ out, so
that the cytoplasmic Ca 2+ concentration declines. Then Rec releases its Ca 2+ , and
dissociates from RK. The elevated concentration of free RK increases the frequency of
interaction between R* and RK, permitting more rapid phosphorylation of R*. Arrestin
(Arr) then binds, substantially quenching the R* activity. This step is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Inactivation of R* of the phototransduction cascade
in vertebrate photoreceptors (Pugh & Lamb, 2000).
RGS9 (‘Regulator of G-protein Signaling, 9) (He, et al., 1998) and Gβ 5 (‘type 5
G-protein β subunit ‘) (Makino et al., 1999) are the ‘GTPase-accelerating protein’
11

(GAPs) factors. They bind to (Gα − GTP ) − PDEγ to form a quaternary complex:

RGS 9 − Gβ − (Gα − GTP ) − PDEγ . Formation of this complex may allow access of
water to GTP-binding sites, which are located in the interior of the Gα subunit. It rapidly
hydrolyzes the GTP to GDP, returning the Gα subunit to its inactivated form. The
inactivated Gα − GDP dissociates from E, so that the E* and G* are inactivated
simultaneously. This process is shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Inactivation of G*-E* of the phototransduction cascade
in vertebrate photoreceptors (Pugh & Lamb, 2000).
Regulation of cGMP synthesis need guanylyl cyclase (GC) and its activating
proteins (GCAPs). GC is an enzyme. GCAPs (guanylyl cyclase activating proteins)
belong to a large family of calcium-binding proteins, which includes calmodulin (CM)
and recoverin (Rec).
In the darkness, a high proportion of guanylyl cyclase activating proteins
molecules binds with Ca 2+ ions because of the relatively high concentration of Ca 2+ .
This form of complex is soluble in the cytoplasm and does not interact with the guanylyl
cyclase. But the Ca 2+ concentration will drop during light response. Guanylyl cyclase
activating proteins release Ca 2+ ions and become the calcium-free form. Then they can
12

bind a cytoplasmic site on the GC, thereby switching on its enzymatic activity. So GC
will synthesize cGMP from GTP (Gorczyca, et al., 1994; Gorczyca, et al., 1995;
Palczewski, et al., 1994). The increasing cGMP concentration will cause the cGMP-gated
channels to open.

2.4 History of the ERG
The historical review, given by Perlman (Perlma, 2005), indicated that in 1865,
Frithiof Holmgren, an Uppsala physiology professor, found the response of the eye to the
light stimulus when he put the recording electrodes on the front and the back of a frog
eye. But he did not understand what his recording was until 1870 (Holmgren, 1870). So
the real birth date of the ERG is 1870 (Granit, 1991). Shortly after, Dewar and
Mckendrick also discovered the phenomenon (Dewar & Mckendrick, 1873; Granit, 1947).
Limitations of instrumentation prevented further advances until 1903, Gotch
analyzed the ERG further with the capillary electrometer, and first proposed that the ERG
included two waves: the early negative wave and the later positive wave of large
amplitude (Gotch, 1903; Granit, 1947).
Einthoven and Jolly (1908) were first to report that the ERG wave consisted of
three waves: a-wave, b-wave and c-wave. They postulated that light stimuluss caused a
series of responses associated with the formation of products A, B and C, and every
electrical wave indicated a change in a ‘relevant’ product.
Piper, whose opinion was different from Einthoven and Jolly’s, published his
analysis in 1911 (Piper, 1911). He considered that all the ERG components lasted for the
duration of the light stimulus (Armington, 1974).
13

In 1933, Granit published his study of the ERG components. He used a chemical
agent to anesthetize the cat at the different levels, and recorded the corresponding ERG
waves. According to the experiment, Granit indicated that the ERG was made up of three
components: P-I, P-II and P-III (Figure 6). In other words, the P-I component is a slow
cornea-positive wave. P-II is also a corneal-positive wave that rises relatively fast to peak
amplitude and then recovers to an intermediate potential while the light stimulus is still
on. The last component, P-III, which was the most resistant to the level of anesthesia, is a
cornea-negative wave that develops faster than the other two and remains as a negative
potential for as long as the light stimulus is on.

Fig. 6. The ERG of a cat in response to a 2 sec light stimulus.
The components, P-I, P-II and P-III, are separated by deepening
the state of anesthesia (Granit, 1933).
The component analyses have been modified with the development of the ERG
analysis. However, the early works have been the foundation for analysis used to the
present day. In particular, Granit’s study is still the basis for the analysis of ERG.
14

2.5 The ERG Recording
In the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth century, it was hard to
measure the rapid changes accurately because of the measurement instrument, the slow
galvanometers. The researchers had to use many eyes in series to observe the response.
Gotch was first to describe the full phasic display of the ERG. He measured the
light response of the frog eye exactly by a capillary electrometer in 1903 (Gotch, 1903).
In the same year, Einthoven developed his string galvanometer, which was fast and
sensitive enough to record the ERG. When the amplifiers for the ERG and fast recording
instrument were developed, the ERG waves could be obtained accurately.
Dewar recorded the first successful ERG of a human by placing the reference
electrode on the abrade skin in 1877. However, he did not publish the results. The first
human ERG curve was published by Kahn and Löwenstein in 1924 (Kahn & Lőwenstein,
1924; de Rouck, 1991). In their method, one electrode was placed in a distal temporal
point of an anesthetized eyeball. It could not be applied in the clinical setting, although
their purpose was clinical application.
Around the same time, the other materials and methods were developed. With the
better understanding of the major components of the ERG, progress in the recording
devices and the introduction of the haptic (scleral) contact lens electrode by Riggs
(Gouras, 1970), the clinical electroretinography was developed. This kind of contact lens
contained a silver disk connected to a hole in the contact lens. A fine flexible wire
supported by beeswax was used as a lead from the electrode. When the lens was inserted
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into the eyes, the silver made contact with the isotonic sodium chloride solution between
it and the cornea (de Rouck, 1991).
The ERG was introduced as a routine method in the ophthalmology clinic by
Karpe (Karpe, 1945) in 1945. In the recently years, other types of corneal or scleral
electrodes have been introduced that are generally more comfortable for the patient.

2.6 Components of the ERG
Figure 7 shows an example of a dark-adapted mouse ERG.
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Fig. 7. The ERG of a dark-adapted mouse.
A brief (10µs) flash green light was given at 40 ms.
-2 -1
The light intensity (Log) was 14.906 photons cm s .
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1.0

According to the origins, the major components of ERG are: a-wave, b-wave and
c-wave.
The a-wave is generated by the photoreceptors (Tomita, 1950; Brown & Wiesel,
1961a, 1961b; Brown & Murakami, 1964; Brown, 1968). Because L-glutamate is the
neurotransmitter of the photoreceptors, the synaptic transmission from the photoreceptors
can be blocked effectively when agonists or antagonists of L-glutamate are injected to the
vitreous cavity. Figure 8 shows the ERG responses from a dark-adapted mouse that was
recorded 1 hour after injecting L-glutamate.
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Fig. 8. Elimination of the ERG b-wave in mouse by injecting L-glutamate.
A brief (10 ms) flash green light was given at 40 ms.
The light intensity (Log) was 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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The b-wave is originated from bipolar cells that are post-synaptic to the
photoreceptors. It is widely used in clinical and experimental analysis of retinal function.
The c-wave is originated in the pigment epithelium.
Besides the three major waves, other components can be identified in the ERG
depending on the experimental recording conditions: the early receptor potential (ERP),
the oscillatory potentials (OPs), the d-wave, the Scotopic threshold response (STR) and
the m-wave.
Among the minor components of the ERG, only the oscillatory potentials and the
d-wave are used for the clinical assessment of retinal function. The others are more
difficult to isolate in the routine clinical setup and are measured only for research
purposes.
The focus of this research was on the photoreceptor response. Only the isolated awave was analyzed and modeled.
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CHAPTER 3
MODEL DEVELOPMENT
3.1 Existing Models
The analysis of the ERG has been advanced greatly in the past 50 years. The
objective assessment of retinal function has always been of great interest to clinicians and
researchers. The functional integrity of different retinal structures can be separated by
analyzing ERGs of normal and abnormal photoreceptors. The ERG allows the testing of
quantitative hypotheses about normal functions and diseases. It helps to understand the
information processing mechanisms and/or the sites of retinal disorders.
Many analytical approaches have been proposed. For the leading edge of a-wave,
there have been two main models. The first one was proposed in 1990 by Hood and Birch
(Hood & Birch, 1990; Hood & Birch, 1992; Hood & Birch, 1993). The second one was
developed by Lamb and Pugh in 1992 (Lamb & Pugh, 1992) and modified later (Nikonov,
et al., 1998).

3.1.1 Hood and Birch’s model
In 1990, Hood and Birch proposed their model that comprised two components.
The first component is a linear process described by the impulse response function of a
low-pass filter g(t) normalized to a peak response of 1.0 as:
t

t (1− t )
g (t ) = [ e p ]( n −1)
tp

(3.1)
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where t p is the time to peak response, and n is the number of stages.
The second component is a nonlinear function. The photoreceptor response is
given by

p 3(t ) = [1 − e

−

ln 2

σ p3

⋅i⋅ g ( t )

] ⋅ rm p 3

(3.2)

where rm p 3 is the peak response, σ p 3 is the flash energy that evokes a peak response of
0.5 rm p 3 , and i is the intensity of a brief flash energy.
This model fits the a-wave responses. It provides support for the notion that awave reflects the rod photocurrent. However, it is of limited value in understanding the
biochemical mechanisms. There are no explicit physical or biological basis for the
parameters t p , n, σ p 3 and rm p 3 (Hood & Birch, 1990).

3.1.2 Lamb and Pugh’s model
In 1992, Lamb and Pugh proposed a model that described the steps of molecular
reaction involved in activation of phototransduction as follows.
Step 1: Activation of rhodopsin:

R * (t ) = Φ[1 − e

−

t
tR

]

(3.3)

where R*(t) is number of photoactivated rhodopsin molecules per outer segmet,
Φ is number of photoisomerizations produced by a brief flash, and
t R is delay time in the formation of activated rhodopsin.

Step 2: Activation of the G-protein by rhodopsin
G * (t ) = Φ ν RG (t − t RG ) for t > t RG
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(3.4)

where G*(t) is number of activated G-protein molecules per outer segment,

ν RG is rate of production of G* by a single R*, and
t RG is sum of delay time in the formation of R* and G*.

Step 3: Activation of E by Gα * ⋅GTP
E * (t ) = Φ ν RP (t − t RGP )

for t > t RGP

(3.5)

where E*(t) is number of activated phosphodiesterase catalytic subunits per outer
segment,

ν RP is rate of production of E* due to a single R*, and
t RGP is sum of delay time in the formation of R*, G* and E*.

Step 4: Cyclic GMP concentration

cG (t )
1
= exp[ − Φ ν RP β sub (t − t RGP ) 2 ]
cGdark
2

for t > t RGE

(3.6)

where cG(t) is concentration of free cGMP in the outer segment,
cGdark is concentration of free cGMP in the outer segment in darkness,

and β sub is rate constant of a single catalytic subunit of E in a well-stirred volume.
The cGMP-activated current F(t) as a fraction of resting (dark) level of cG
is:

F (t ) = [

cG (t ) n
]
cGdark

(3.7)

1
= exp[ − Φ ν RP β sub n (t − t eff ) 2 ] ,
2

teff = t R + tG + t E + t r + t B + tc
(3.8)
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1
= exp[ − Φ A(t − t eff ) 2 ] ,
2

t > t eff

(3.9)

where n is Hill coefficient of opening of the cGMP-activated channel, and

t eff is effective delay time.
Figures 9 and 10 show recording of the a-wave from mouse and human subjects.
Comparison of the model predictions with experimental data shows that the leading edge
of the response is well fitted by the model.

Fig. 9. Comparison of prediction by Eq. (3.9) with experimental ERG a-waves.
Mouse rod a-waves (Lyubarsky & Pugh, 1996).
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Fig. 10. Comparison of predictions by Eq. (3.9) with the experimental ERG a-waves.
Left: Human rod a-waves; Right: Human cone a-waves (Smith & Lamb, 1997).
This model was derived by mathematically representing the well known
phototransduction cascade. It depicts the rising phase kinetics of a family of a-wave
responses.
However, the model has several limitations. First, it ignores the inactivation
processes for simplifying the analytical solution. At least five recovery processes have
been ignored: (i) termination of R* activity; (ii) the Ca 2+ -dependent modulation of R*
shut-off via recoverin; (iii) resting hydrolysis of cGMP; (iv) the Ca 2+ -dependent
activation of GC via GCAPs; and (v) termination of G*-E* activity. Second, the
longitudinal diffusion in the outer segment is neglected. Third, it neglects modulation and
thus cannon be applied at extremely high flash intensities.
With new knowledge of the recovery phases of photoresponses, Nikonov et al.
modified this model in 1998.
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After considering the mass inactivation reactions for R* and G*-E*, the equation
for E*(t) was modified as:
E * (t ) = Φ ν RE C RE [e − t /τ E − e − t /τ R ]

(3.10)

where ν RE is the rate of generation of E* per fully activated R*, and
C RE = [τ Eτ R /(τ E − τ R )] is a constant.

The equation for synthesis and hydrolysis of cGMP (Lamb & Pugh, 1992) is

β sub

1
K cat / K m
2
=
N AV Vcyto BcG

(3.11)

∆β (t ) = E * (t ) ⋅ β sub

(3.12)

dcG
= α (t ) − β (t ) ⋅ cG
dt

(3.13)

= ∆α (t ) − ∆β (t ) ⋅ cG + β 0 ( cG0 − cG )

(3.14)

where α (t ) is the rate of synthesis by guanylyl cyclase, β (t ) is the rate constant of
hydrolysis, and the subscript ‘0’ denotes the initial steady-state condition. Since dynamic
change occurs in the concentration of Ca 2+ during the light response, the incremental
cyclase activity ∆α (t ) cannot be ignored as done previously.
Based on the assumption that only calcium flows into or out the cytoplasm
through the cGMP-gated channels and the NCKX exchanger, the change rate of the free
calcium concentration can be written as:

1
f Ca J cG (t ) − J ex (t )
dCa
2
=−
dt
ℑVcyto BCa

(3.15)
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where Ca represents [Ca 2+ ]i , J ex denotes the electrogenic exchange current, f Ca denotes
the fraction of the current, J cG , through the cGMP-gated channels that is carried by Ca 2+ ,
BCa denotes the buffering power of the cytoplasm for calcium, and ℑ denotes Faraday’s

constant (the charge carried by a mole of monovalent cations) (Miller & Korenbrot, 1994;
Lagnado et al., 1992; Koutalos et al., 1995). Further,

J ex (t )
Ca (t )
=
J ex ,sat Ca (t ) + K ex

(3.16)

where J ex ,sat symbolies the maximal exchange current, and K ex symbolizes the halfsaturating Ca 2+ concentration of the exchanger.
The free calcium concentration and the activity of GC have the following
relationship:

α (t ) = α min +

α max − α min
1 + (Ca (t ) / K cyc )

(3.17)

ncyc

where α min is the residual component of cyclase activity at very high calcium
concentration, (α max − α min ) is the calcium-sensitive component of cyclase activity, K cyc
is the calcium concentration for half-maximal activation, and ncyc is the cooperativity
coefficient.
The solution of Eq. (3.7), (3.10), (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), (3.16) and
(3.17) is the flash response in the presence of inactivation reactions. Figure 11 shows the
electrical responses of a salamander rod compared with theoretical predictions.
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Fig. 11. Flash responses of a salamander rod at four dim intensities,
compared with theoretical predictions. Φ =11, 23, 45 and 94 respectively.
ν RE = 150s −1 ; A = 0.16s −2 ; τ R = 0.35s ; τ E = 1.7s ; 1 / β dark = 0.9s .
(Nikonov, et al., 1998).
This model describes the activation and inactivation steps in the flash responses
based on molecular-level reactions. It was originally applied to salamander rod response,
but it fits a-wave in human ERG as well (Smith & Lamb, 1997).
The model is improved but still has limitations. First, this model ignores the
dynamic modulation of the R* shut-off reaction. It also ignores any stochastic features of
R* inactivation (Pugh & Lamb, 2000). Secondly, because of the finite quantity of RGS9,
Gβ5 and E, the inactivation time of the ‘excess’ G* may be delayed relative to the time,

τ E , that applies at lower flash intensities. Thirdly, τ e and τ R in Eq. (3.8) are inter-
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changeable. It’s difficult to determine τ e and τ R individually. Fourthly, Eq. (3.14)
oversimplifies the behaviour of the exchange current, which exhibits at least two
components of delay following a saturating flash (Nikonow, Engheta & Pugh, 1998).

3.2 Proposed Model for ERG a-wave
To improve the usefulness of the electroretinogram (ERG) in identifying the sites
and mechanisms of adaptation, development and disease processes, a new quantitative
model was developed based on the biochemical reaction kinetics in the phototransduction
cascade and experimental data. It considered the activation and inactivation of
phototransduction. During the process of phototransduction, the reactions of proteins and
enzymes are depicted in Figure 12.
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Fig. 12. Transition in the phototransduction.
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P
+
GC*

A photon induces the rhodopsin (R) to undergo a conformational change to a state,
R*, in which it is enzymatically activated. The production of R* is proportional to the
light intensity and the number of rhodopsin.

dR *
= k1u ( R − R*)
dt

(3.18)

where R is the total number of Rodopsin,
R* is the number of activated Rodopsin,
k1 is the activated rate of Rodopsin, and
u is the intensity of the stimulus light.
R* contacts the G-protein on the membrane surface. The two molecules bind,
thereby increasing the accessibility of the nucleotide binding site to the aqueous
environment so that the GDP can be dissociated easily. After losing the GDP, G will bind
to R* tighter, until the complex encounters a GTP in the cytoplasm. Binding of a GTP in
place of the GDP triggers a conformational change that leads to separation of the G-GTP
from R*, and also to separation of the α - and βγ -subunits ( Gα − GTP and Gβγ ).
Gα − GTP represents the activated form of the G-protein that carries the signal forward,
and for brevity we denote it as G*. The production of G* is proportional to the numbers
of R* and G.

dG *
= k 3 R * (G − G*)
dt

(3.19)

where G is the total number of G-protein,
G* is the number of activated G-protein, and
k 3 is the activation rate of G-protein.
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During this process, R* is unaltered. R* can interact with other G-proteins. One
R* can activate hundreds of G-proteins.
Two G* subunits bind to the two inhibitory γ subunits of the phosphodiesterase
(E), thereby activating the corresponding α and β catalytic subunits, forming G*-E*
( (Gα − GTP ) − PDEγ ). We call the activated form E*. The generation rate of E* is
proportional to the number of E and the square of the number of G*; i.e.,

dE *
= k 4G *2 ( E − E*)
dt

(3.20)

where E is the total number of E,
E* is the number of activated E, and
k 4 is the activation rate of E. At the same time, G* will be consumed at the same
rate, or

dG *
= − k 4G *2 ( E − E*)
dt

(3.21)

E* will catalyze the hydrolysis of cGMP (cG). In this reaction, reversible
formation of a complex between E* and substrate cG is followed by irreversible
formation of the product C1. This is accompanied with regeneration of the enzyme, thus
E* + cG

k6

C1

k7

E* + P

The concentration of cGMP in cytoplamic will reduce. The rates of the concentration of
cGMP, the complex C1 and E* are:

dcG
= − k 6 E * cG
dt

(3.22)

dC1
= k 6 E * cG − k 7C1
dt

(3.23)
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dE *
= − k 6 E * cG + k 7 C1
dt

(3.24)

where cG is the concentration of free cGMP,
C1 is the number of complex C1,
k 6 is the reaction velocity of cG and E*, and
k 7 is the rate of the hydrolysis of complex C1.
Bound by RGS 9 and Gβ 5 , form E*-G* will be easily inactivated as described
below

dE *
= −k5 E *
dt

(3.25)

with k 5 being the inactivation rate of E*.
During light response, the concentration of cG will drop, and it will cause the
concentration of cytoplasmic Ca 2+ to reduce. Rec and GCAPs will release Ca 2+ that are
bound to them. Rec contacts with R*, and causes the phosphorylation of R*. With the
biding of Arr, R* will be inactivated. The calcium-free form of GCAP will bind to the
cytoplasmic domain of GC, and switch the enzymatic activity of GC. The two processes
can be written as

dR *
= − k 2 ⋅ R * ( cGdark − cG )
dt

(3.26)

dGC *
= k10 * ( cGdark − cG ) ⋅ (GC − GC*)
dt

(3.27)

where GC is the number of Guanylyl cyclase,

cGdark is the concentration of cG in the darkness,
k 2 is the inactivated rate of R*, and
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k10 is the rate in which GC converts to GC*.
Then GC* will synthesize cGMP from GTP.
GC* + P

k8

C2

k9

cG+ GC*

where P is decomposer of cGMP. So it can be represented by ( cGdark − cG ) . Then this
process can be written as

dC 2
= k 8 ⋅ GC * ( cGdark − cG ) − k 9 C2
dt

(3.28)

dGC *
= − k8 ⋅ GC * ⋅( cGdark − cG ) + k 9 ⋅ C 2
dt

(3.29)

dcG
= k 9 ⋅ C2
dt

(3.30)

where k8 is the reaction velocity of GC, GCAPs and the complex C1, and

k 9 is the synthesis rate of cG.
Based on the action of cGMP (Owen, 1987; Yau & Baylor, 1989; Pugh & Lamb,
1990), we know that the change in intracellular concentration of cGMP will control the
opening or closure of the ion channel, which will cause the change of circulating
electrical current between the inner and outer segments. The normalized circulating
current, denoted by F(t) , is a function of

cG (t )
(Lamb & Pugh, 1992).
cGdark

Here we use f(t) to denote the unnormalized ERG response to the stimulus signal.
In darkness, the value of f(t) is equal to zero. The value of f(t) will change with the light
stimulus. There is an polynomial relationship between f(t) and cG. From previous studies
(Fesenko, et al., 1985; Yau & Baylor, 1989), power factor of 3 is a good choice; i.e.,

f (t ) = k11cG 3 − k11cG 3 dark

(3.31)
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where k11 is gain.
Rewriting the equations derived, we have the photoreceptor response model as:

dR *
= k1u ( R − R*) − k 2 R * ( cGdark − cG )
dt

(3.32)

dG *
= k 3 R * (G − G*) − k 4G *2 ( E − E*)
dt

(3.33)

dE *
= k 4 G *2 ( E − E*) − k 5 E * − k 6 E * cG + K 7C1
dt

(3.34)

dC1
= k 6 E * cG − k 7C1
dt

(3.35)

dGC *
= −k8 ( cGdark − cG )GC * + k 9C2 + k10 ( cGdark − cG )(GC − GC*)
dt

(3.36)

dC 2
= k 8 ⋅ GC * ( cGdark − cG ) − k 9 C2
dt

(3.37)

dcG
= − k 6 cG ⋅ E * + k 9 C 2
dt

(3.38)

f (t ) = k11cG 3 − k11cGdark

3

(3.39)

Based on the biochemical reaction kinetics in the phototransduction cascade, eight
differential equations above are derived to predict the electrical response of
photoreceptors to light. In the flowing chapter, system identification will be employed to
determine the model parameters ( k1 ~ k11 ) values from experimental data.
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CHAPTER 4
MODEL VALIDATION

The photoreceptor response model derived in the previous chapter was validated
with experimental data. Both healthy and photoreceptor-damaged subjects were used.
The model parameters were estimated from the ERG recordings. The ability of the model
in describing photoreceptor responses was verified, and its usefulness in differentiating
normal and diseased subjects was analyzed.

4.1 Methods
4.1.1 Experimental Subjects
A series of a-waves were recorded from three wild-type (normal) mice, three
NOB1 mice, one mouse with light-induced retina damage (light-damaged) and six mice
with N-methyl-N-nitrosourea-induced photoreceptor-degeneration (drug-damaged).
The wild-type mice were 61-day-old males. Their right eyes were injected APB
(DL-2-AMINO-4-PHOSPHONO-BUTYRIC ACID) to isolate the a-wave. The ERG
recordings were carried out one hour after APB injection.
The NOB1 mice were 61-day-old. Their bipolar cells were disabled so that the bwave in ERG is suppressed.
The light-induced retina-damaged mouse was a wild-type subject whose eyes
were dilated by 1% tropicamide. After then it was exposed under white light which
intensity was 11000 lux meter for 24 hours, and its photoreceptors were partially
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damaged. The subject was a 89-day-old female mouse. The ERG recordings were
recorded one hour after injecting APB.
The N-methyl-N-nitrosourea-induced photoreceptor-degenerated mice (drugdamaged subjects) were 67-day-old NOB1 mice. Three of them had been injected 30
mg/kg body weight of N-methyl-N-nitrosourea 5 days before ERG recordings. The others
had been injected 60 mg/kg body weight of N-methyl-N-nitrosourea 2 days before ERG
recordings.

4.1.2 The ERG Recording
ERGs were recorded in a darkroom except for a dim red light illuminating the
computer keyboard. Each subject was dark-adapted overnight. Both eyes were measured,
but only one eye was excited with a light stimulus and analyzed.
The mice were anesthetized with a mixture of 75 mg/kg ketamine and 13.6 mg/kg
xylazine. Pupils were dilated with 1% tropicamide. The gold wire loop electrode was
placed on the surface of the cornea, the differential electrode was placed under the skin
on the forehead, and the neutral electrode was inserted subcutaneously near the tail.
The electrical signals were amplified and digitized at 2.5 kHz with a dataacquisition board (National Instrument, Austin, TX). The ERG signals were averaged
three to ten times to reduce noise. The subjects were placed on a heating pad to keep the
body temperature at 38°C.
A green LED visual stimulator was used. Two stimulus durations were used. One
was 10 ms, and the other was 800 ms. The short one is referred to as the pulse stimulus,
and the long one as the step stimulus although it was only a wide pulse. The light
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luminance was calibrated with a photo diode (818-ST-UV/CM, Newport Corp., Irvine,
CA, USA) coupled with a power meter (2835-C, Newport Corp.). For the dark-adapted
ERG recording, the interstimulus interval (ISI) was at least 6 seconds for low pulse
intensities and 5 minutes for high step intensities. The distance between the light source
and the mouse eyes was 4.5 cm. Three levels of stimulus were used as listed in Table 1.

Table. 1 Stimulus light intensities

Light Intensity (Log)
Intensity (nd)

Supply Volt (V)
(photons cm-2 s-1)

3

3

12.407

2

4

12.997

1

4

13.891

4.1.3 Parameters Estimation
A system of differential equations may be expressed in the form:

dY
= g ( t , Y, k )
dt

(4.1)

where dY/dt is a vector of derivatives of Y,
g is a vector of functions,

t is the independent variable,
Y is a vector of dependent variables, and
k is a vector of parameters.
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If the initial or boundary conditions are given and if the vector k can be estimated, then
the differential equations can be integrated numerically to give the solutions, which are

Y = f (t , k )

(4.2)

If the model only includes one dependent variable, the sum of squared residuals can be
given by
Φ = ε ' ε =(Y*-Y)’(Y*-Y)

(4.3)

where Y* is a vector of experimental observations of the dependent variables, and
Y is a vector of calculated values of the dependent variables obtained from Eq.

(4.2).
There are several techniques for minimization of the sum of squared residuals
described by Eq. (4.3). They include the method of steepest descent, the Gauss-Newton
method, Newton’s method, and the Marquardt method.
Since the gradient of a scalar function gives the direction of the greatest increase
of the function at any point, the steepest descent method tries to reach a lower function
value by moving in the opposite direction. Therefore, the initial vector of parameter
estimates is corrected in the direction of the negative gradient of Φ :

∆k = −b

∂Φ
∂k

(4.4)

where b is a suitable constant factor and ∆k is the correction vector to be applied to the
estimated value of k to obtain a new estimate of the parameter vector:
k ( m +1) = k ( m ) + ∆k

(4.5)

where m is the iteration counter. Combining Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5) results in:

∆k = 2bJ ' ( Y * − Y )

(4.6)
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where J is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives of Y with respect to k evaluated at
all n points where experimental observations are available:

⎡
⎢ ∂Y1
⎢
⎢ ∂k 1
J = ⎢ ...
⎢
⎢ ∂Y
⎢ n
⎣⎢ ∂k 1

⎤
∂Y1 ⎥
...
⎥
∂k b ⎥
... ... ⎥
⎥
... ∂Y n ⎥
⎥
∂k b ⎦⎥

(4.7)

To find a vector of parameters k to minimize the sum of squared residuals Φ , the
vector k may be found by setting:

∂Φ
=0
∂k

(4.8)

The Gauss-Newton method uses a Taylor series expansion to approximate the
function, which is nonlinear with respect to the parameters:

Y(t , k ) = Y(t , k ( m ) + ∆k ) = Y(t , k ( m ) ) +

∂Y
| ( m ) ∆k = Y + J ∆ k
∂k k

(4.9)

where the Taylor series has been truncated after the second term. The nonlinear problem
is thus converted into a linear problem. Combining Eqs. (4.3) and (4.9) gives:

Φ = ( Y * − Y − J∆k )' ( Y * − Y − J∆k )

(4.10)

Taking the partial derivative of Φ with respect to ∆k , setting it equal to zero, and solving
for ∆k , we obtain:
∆ k = ( J ' J ) −1 J ' ( Y * − Y )

(4.11)
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The Marquardt method is an interpolation between the Gauss-Newton and the
steepest descent methods. A diagonal matrix (λI) is added to the matrix (J’J) in Eq.
(4.11):
∆ k = ( J ' J + λ I ) −1 J ' ( Y * − Y )

(4.12)

The value of λ is chosen at each iteration so that the corrected parameter vector will
result in a lower sum of squares in the following iteration.
The Marquardt method consists of the following steps:
1. Assume initial guesses for the parameter vector k.
2. Assign a large value, say 1000, to λ. This means that in the first iteration the
steepest descent method is predominant and would assure that the method is
moving toward the lower sum of squared residuals.
3. Evaluate the Jacobian matrix J from the equation(s) of the model.
4. Use Eq. (4.11) to obtain the correction vector ∆k .
5. Evaluate the new estimate of the parameter vector from Eq. (4.5).
k ( m +1) = k ( m ) + ∆k

6. Calculate the new value of Φ. If ( Φ ( m +1) < Φ ( m ) ), reduce the value of λ, by a
factor of 4, for example. If Φ ( m +1) > Φ ( m ) , keep the old parameters
[ k ( m+1) = k ( m ) ] and increase the value of λ, by a factor of 2, for example.
7. Repeat steps 3-6 until either (or both) of the following conditions is satisfied:
a. Φ does not change appreciably.
b. ∆k becomes very small.
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We can find that when the value of λ is small compared with the elements of
matrix (J’J), the Marquardt method approaches the Gauss-Newton method; when λ is
very large, it is identical to the steepest descent. (Constantinides & Mostoufi, 2000).
The Marquardt method was chosen in this research. It is noticed that the proposed
model is nonlinear. It includes eleven unknown parameters, k1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 , k 5 , k 6 , k 7 ,
k8 , k 9 , k10 , and k11 , to be determined by using the Marquardt method to fit the model to
the experimental data.

4.2 Experimental Results
4.2.1 Wild-type Mice
The wild-type mice were healthy subjects. Figures 13 and 14 are the isolated ERG
a-wave after intravitreal injection of APB to the wild-type mice to pulse and step stimuli,
respectively.
The responses were obtained with three different stimulus light intensities. The
pink line represents the stimulus duration. In Figure 13, the stimulus was a pulse of 10 ms,
and in Figure 14, the stimulus lasted 800 ms, which we refer as a step.
From the responses, we see that the ERG a-wave amplitude generally increases
with the intensity of the stimulus light. For the same intensity, the recovery time of the
responses to step stimulus is longer than the responses to pulse stimulus.
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Fig. 13. The isolated ERG a-wave of wild-type mice. Stimulus: pulse.
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Fig. 14. The isolated ERG a-wave of wild-type mice. Stimulus: step.
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4.2.2 NOB1 Mice
Figures 15 and 16 show the responses of the NOB1 mice to the pulse and step
stimuli, respectively.
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Fig. 15. Pulse responses of NOB1 mice.
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Fig. 16. Step responses of NOB1 mice.

The amplitude of responses and recovery time are similar to those of wild-type
mice. These were expected since the photoreceptors of the NOB1 subjects were normal.
The bipolar cell function in the NOB1 was disabled, and thus the b-waves were missing.
The positive-going responses were, however, obvious and did not appear to be
suppressed or reduced. The overall responses seem more consistent and less noisy than
the wild type.

4.2.3 Light-induced Retina-damaged Mouse
The existing studies demonstrated that the photoreceptors on adult retinas could
be damaged when exposed to bright light (Li, et al., 2001; Marc, et al., 2003). Many
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factors, including the duration of the exposure, the intensity, the wavelength of the
luminous environment and the type of exposure, affect the severity of the retina damage.
Light damages are rhodopsin-mediated and, thus, are initiated in the outer segments of
the photoreceptors, where the light stimulus is transduced (Noell et al., 1966).
In this research, a wild-type mouse was exposed to 11,000 lux white light for 24
hours to induce photoreceptor damage. Figures 17 and 18 show its responses to the pulse
and step stimuli, respectively.
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Fig. 17. Pulse responses of light-damaged wild-type mouse after APB.
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Fig. 18. Step responses of light-damaged wild-type mouse after APB.

Compared with the wild-type and NOB1 subjects, the amplitudes of responses
were reduced greatly under the same light intensity. This indicates that the photoreceptors
were partially damaged by exposure to intense light. The other features of the responses
were similar to those of the wild-type and NOB1 mice.

4.2.4 N-methyl-N-nitrosourea-induced Photoreceptor-degenerated Mice
N-methyl-N-nitrosourea can cause photoreceptor apoptosis. The initial lesion area
is the photoreceptor nuclei and later the outer segment (LaVil, Hollyfield & Anderson,
2003). Finally, all the elements of the phototransduction cascade are affected.
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Figs. 19 and 20 show the responses of N-methyl-N-nitrosourea-induced
photoreceptor-degenerated mice to pulse and step stimuli, respectively. The mice were
injected 60mg/kg body weight of N-methyl-N-nitrosourea 2 days before ERG recordings.
The red, green and blue lines are the responses for light intensities (Log) 12.407, 12.997
and 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1, respectively.
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Fig. 19. Pulse responses of drug-damaged NOB1 mice.
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ERG Responses
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Fig. 20. Step responses of drug-damaged NOB1 mice.

The figures also show the same properties as those for the light-damaged mouse.
The amplitude of each response was reduced and the recovery time to the step stimulus
was longer than that to the pulse stimulus.

4.3 Parameter Estimation and Model Verification
Although b-wave was tried to block, part of the b-wave or other waves might still
exist in the measurement. Since the proposed model is for photoreceptor response or awave, only the data from the beginning to the trough point were used for parameter
estimation so that the influences of other waves are minimized.
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By using the Marquardt method to fit the experimental data, the optimized
estimate parameters were obtained. Figures 21 – 24 show the comparison of model
predictions with experimental data.
G
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Fig. 21. Wild-type mice after APB excited with pulse stimuli.
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Fig. 22. Wild-type mice after APB excited with step stimuli.
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Fig. 23. NOB1 mice excited with pulse stimuli.
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Fig. 24. NOB1 mice excited with step stimuli.

From the plots, we can see that the model data fit the experimental data very well
for both the wild-type and NOB1 subjects under different stimulus conditions. The mean
squared error ranges from 3.8100 to 124.3458 (or from 1.99% to 16.58%). This shows
that model was capable of describing the photoreceptor responses under the different
conditions.
The estimated parameters for the wild-type and NOB1 mice, and different
stimulus conditions are listed in Tables 2 – 5.
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Table. 2 Parameters of wild-type mice. Stimulus: pulse.

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
Para

12.407
Subject1

12.997

Subject2

Subject1

13.891

Subject2

Subject1

Subject2

k1
k2
k3

18.3676

18.4025

18.4491

18.3832

18.3283

16.3062

1.1815

1.1828

1.184

1.1819

1.9671

1.3632

8.3927

8.4788

8.6398

8.45

5.1632

2.5163

k4
k5

0.6045

0.6643

0.9077

0.6972

6.9181

32.1012

0.0780

0.1089

0.2156

0.1091

5.5910

3.2539

k6

22.9787

22.9652

22.8848

22.9500

9.6142

6.9733

k7

26.5974

26.5769

26.5199

26.5674

22.4460

29.1640

k8

6.4978

6.5102

6.5905

6.4408

8.0346

38.9136

k9

10.1016

10.1098

10.165

10.0636

9.7512

19.9541

k10

0.5447

0.7217

1.5497

0.7271

1.6349

0.1380

k11

1.0425

0.7236

1.8757

1.8801

2.8074

2.5600

MSE

16.0129

5.3735

8.6053

7.2401

53.3718

73.338

Table. 3 Parameters of wild-type mice. Stimulus: step.

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
Para

12.407
Subject1

12.997

Subject2

Subject1

13.891

Subject2

Subject1

Subject2

k1
k2
k3

3.9346

4.7320

2.8170

2.067

4.4261

2.2085

1.9245

2.0178

1.9575

1.9296

1.7171

1.7126

4.8145

5.1310

5.0068

4.1917

7.0696

5.679

k4
k5

7.1729

3.5545

9.1043

7.5771

10.1420

9.8822

8.8803

9.6661

9.0438

8.8032

8.9704

8.5732

k6

13.4774

5.7895

5.7381

11.8761

5.0601

12.7393

k7

7.1815

6.4410

6.0339

7.0086

7.5851

8.1834

k8

6.9855

6.6340

7.8843

7.0116

10.2066

9.7448

k9

1.5719

0.1227

0.6683

1.0298

0.5065

1.2743

k10

4.5752

3.9834

5.3529

4.5532

7.0602

6.5531

k11

3.4102

1.5152

3.0382

2.3408

2.7635

2.4091

MSE

8.5723

33.73

27.1408

26.4601

124.3458

57.9934
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Table. 4 Parameters of NOB1 mice. Stimulus: pulse.

Para

12.407

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
12.997

13.891

Subject1

Subject2

Subject3

Subject1

Subject2

Subject3

Subject1

Subject2

Subject3

k1
k2
k3

12.2420

17.7909

21.5044

15.5560

15.5908

15.9454

12.9289

11.2366

10.5567

1.2505

2.4122

1.3522

2.0986

2.0996

2.3223

2.7212

2.8258

2.8552

12.7646

27.7105

22.5931

9.4347

9.5131

10.9205

1.6649

2.3156

2.4818

k4
k5

1.5119

0.6481

1.0396

1.2839

1.3308

2.4323

17.9779

12.7676

13.2934

4.7877

23.3689

10.5812

6.3263

6.3525

9.6149

3.2684

6.3934

6.3099

k6

16.3945

57.4287

18.6099

20.0847

20.0796

15.1194

15.3082

16.0120

15.7540

k7

11.0793

1.5086

0.5814

10.6667

10.6063

1.1014

17.3234

7.6637

7.4492

k8

4.4274

42.1596

4.7670

8.7526

8.7532

9.5294

0.0257

9.7533

9.2883

k9

0.9867

6.3932

3.1341

0.5707

0.5667

0.7078

22.0346

3.0145

0.1550

k10

2.8239

0.0107

4.1834

9.2468

9.2475

10.1333

16.3274

10.2479

9.8214

k11

1.4761

1.3051

1.4946

2.2249

1.8758

2.5951

3.4751

2.8486

3.2631

MSE

3.8100

25.0466

16.3908

9.9255

9.2504

8.0964

43.0814

27.8889

44.4964

Table. 5 Parameters of NOB1 mice. Stimulus: step.

Para

12.407
Subject1

Subject2

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
12.997
Subject3

Subject1

Subject2

Subject3

Subject1

13.891
Subject2

Subject3

k1
k2
k3

3.9694

3.5775

5.1352

2.0001

1.6865

1.8919

0.2194

0.6350

0.4737

1.8203

1.7713

1.7000

1.7128

1.7214

1.7220

1.9512

1.6929

0.6293

5.7199

6.5997

6.9093

5.4922

5.1815

5.2564

10.4736

5.7180

10.2605

k4
k5

5.2817

8.9933

3.3694

9.6439

8.9556

8.9728

23.0909

14.0617

22.8879

9.8573

8.9882

8.1680

8.5955

8.7272

8.7299

3.7860

7.8457

6.8579

k6

9.6902

8.8406

6.9456

12.3509

11.2859

11.2021

22.0456

20.5334

16.2091

k7

7.9758

7.9116

7.8242

8.1887

8.1632

8.1567

14.4514

8.2798

2.5689

k8

0.4406

9.5344

0.2598

9.7787

9.6445

9.6494

13.3776

9.9186

6.1004

k9

3.7801

0.5582

1.3946

1.5741

0.0185

0.1929

3.1749

2.6117

3.8761

k10

4.4938

6.1975

4.2447

6.6101

6.3929

6.4023

5.9142

6.8159

12.2792

k11

2.9478

1.8621

2.5329

3.2188

3.0251

2.9678

3.3899

2.7144

3.1906

MSE

12.6598

21.3515

26.7120

12.8018

46.9969

23.1264

37.6746

21.8293

76.6384
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From the preceding tables and figures, we see that the responses and the
parameters varied even for the same subject under the same conditions. While the model
could fit individual data sets very well, it is not meaningful to attempt to represent this
unpredictable biological variability. As a result, all ERG recordings for the same type of
subjects under the same conditions were collectively used to fit one model. Figures 25
and 26 are example simulations for the wild-type mice under different conditions.
Additional plots can be found in Appendix B.
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Fig. 25. Subjects: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: pulse.
Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. 26. Subjects: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: step.
Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.

From Figures 25 and 26, it can be seen that the model represents the average or
overall response of different subjects. The parameters were selected to minimize the total
errors. This further demonstrates the flexibility and usefulness of the model in describing
visual photoreceptor responses.

4.4 Detection of Photoreceptor Damage or Degeneration
Part of the photoreceptors in the light-damaged subject was damaged. This should
reduce the magnitude of response or parameter k11 in the model since k11 is the gain and
reflects the response of the photoreceptors to the stimulus. The parameters from the wildtype subjects were used as initial parameters, only k11 was changed to fit responses of the
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light-induced retina-damaged mouse. Two of the simulation plots are in Figures. 27 and
28.
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Fig. 27. Subjects: wild-type after APB and light-damaged wild-type after APB.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. 28. Subjects: wild-type after APB and light-damaged after APB.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.

Similarly, by injecting N-methyl-N-nitrosourea, part of the photoreceptors in the
NOB1 subjects was damaged. In this experiment, three NOB1 mice were injected 30
mg/kg body weight and ERGs were recorded 120 hours after drug injection. Another
three were injected 60 mg/kg body weight and ERGs were taken 48 hours after drug
injection. Figures 29 and 30 show the simulation results.
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Fig. 29. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. 30. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Two figures are shown here as examples. Additional figures for different
conditions are in Appendix B. The figures show that the model effectively describes the
photoreceptor responses of both normal and photoreceptor-damaged subjects.
Furthermore, variation of parameter k11 is sufficient to account for photoreceptor damage,
which is consistent with the theoretical basis of the model.
Tables 6 – 8 list the values of coefficient k11 obtained from different types of
subjects under different light intensities and patterns.

Table. 6 Parameter k11 for wild-type and light-damaged subjects.

Light
pattern
Pulse
Step

Subject
Wild-type mice
Light-damaged mouse
Wild-type mice
Light-damaged mouse

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
12.407
12.997
13.891
1.5634
0.2591
2.1232
0.3226

1.7661
0.3861
2.5897
0.9401

2.0920
0.7399
2.5782
1.0183

Table. 7 Parameter k11 for NOB1 and 30 mg/kg body weight drug-damaged NOB1
subjects.

Light
pattern
Pulse
Step

Subject
NOB1 mice
Drug-damaged
NOB1 mice
NOB1 mice
Drug-damaged
NOB1 mice

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
12.407
12.997
13.891
1.4145
0.858

2.1391
1.4399

3.0866
1.6676

2.3477
1.8321

3.1497
1.3820

2.7182
1.8480
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Table. 8 Parameter k11 for NOB1 and 60 mg/kg body weight drug-damaged NOB1
subjects.

Light
pattern
Pulse
Step

Subject
NOB1 mice
Drug-damaged
NOB1 mice
NOB1 mice
Drug-damaged
NOB1 mice

Light Intensity (Log) (photons cm-2 s-1)
12.407
12.997
13.891
0.9537
0.3141

2.1860
0.4423

3.2000
0.5738

2.3848
0.6527

3.0898
0.8182

2.8780
0.5984

From above tables, we see that the k11 values for the subjects with normal
photoreceptors (including wild-type and NOB1 mice) are consistently larger than those
for the photoreceptor-damaged subjects under the same conditions. Moreover, the k11
values for the subjects injected with 30 mg/kg body weight drug were always higher than
those for the subjects injected with 60 mg/kg body weight drug. This means that the
model can show malfunction of photoreceptor. While the photoreceptor damages were
not quantified to show how they related to k11 , it appears that k11 can also indicate the
degree of photoreceptor damage.

4.5 Modeling of Termination and Modulation
In the termination and modulation process, the activated proteins (e.g. R*, G* and
E*) are deactivated, and cGMP is synthesized. As a result, the ERG response should
reduce and move towards a steady state. To test if the model describes these phases of the
phototransduction, the parameters estimated from the initial a-wave part of the response
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were used to simulate the response for a much longer period. Figures 31 and 32 show two
simulation plots compared with experimental data.
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Fig. 31. Subject: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: pulse.
Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. 32. Subject: NOB1. Stimulus: step.
Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.

The simulation shows the predicted long-term behavior of the photoreceptor
response or the ERG without the influences of the bipolar and other cells. It agrees with
Lamb and Pugh’s model as shown in Fig. 11. The trend is consistent with expectation of
recovery to a steady state. Although further verification is needed, the proposed model
could describe the termination and modulation phases of the phototransduction process as
well.

4.6 Discussion
Since this model is based on phototransduction process, it only represents the awave of ERG. It does not describe the b-wave and other components.
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In this experiment, the stimulus light was a green LED. The intensity (Log) levels
ranged from 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1 – 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1. If the Light Intensity level
was higher (e.g., 14.906 photons cm-2 s-1, 15.662 photons cm-2 s-1), the ERG a-wave
could be different from that under lower power levels. Figures 33 and 34 are ERG plots
for a stimulus of 14.906 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. 33. Subject: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: pulse.
Light Intensity (Log): 14.906 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. 34. Subject: NOB1. Stimulus: step.
Light Intensity (Log): 14.906 photons cm-2 s-1.

The figures show that some additional variations exist. These variations are not
considered in the proposed model. Therefore, a good description cannot be obtained from
the model for very high-intensity stimulus.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Conclusions
In this research, a mathematical model was developed for the rod photoreceptor
phototransduction process based on the biochemical reaction kinetics in the phototransduction cascade. Unlike the existing models, which are either empirical fittings of
the ERG a-waves and thus lack a physical basis or based on some over simplification of
the phototransduction process, the proposed model does not only describe the activation
phase of the process but also accounts for possible changes in the termination and
modulation phases. Results from the analysis and experimental validation of the model
lead to the following conclusions:
1. The model can effectively describe the photoreceptor responses under
different combinations of excitation pattern and intensity.
2. The model parameters, which describe the rates or quantum efficiencies of
reactions in the cascade, can indicate physical changes in the process. In this
work, model parameter changes clearly reflected light or chemical induced
photoreceptor damages.
3. While further verification is needed, the model appears to represent the
termination and modulation phases of phototransduction in a theoretically
meaningful manner.
4. The model is promising for enhancing the diagnostic usefulness of ERG.
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5.2 Recommendations
The model developed and experiments conducted are still limited in scope.
Further research is warranted. Specifically, the following future research efforts are
recommended:
1. High excitation intensities seemed to result in significantly different
photoreceptor responses, which the current model may not effectively
describe. Further experiments and analysis of the changes under high-intensity
conditions would be beneficial.
2. To establish the effectiveness of the model under a wide range of conditions,
further experimental verification is needed. In particular, measurements of the
proteins and enzymes would provide a direct validation of the state-variable
values and thus greatly enhance the parameter estimation and the overall
validity of the model.
3. Effective chemical, genetic or mathematical methods are needed to isolate the
photoreceptor response (a-wave) from the other responses, especially those
generated by the bipolar and other cells.
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APPENDIX A. Matlab Program for Modeling of
Phototransduction
1. Main Program
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: DA_f2.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: This is the main program to perform the
%
nonlinear least optimization.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear;
clc;
fre_samp=2500;
dt=1/fre_samp;

% sampling frequence
% interval time

row_start=0;
row_end=4095;
column_start=0;
column_end=0;

% the start row of data
% the end row of data
% the start column of data
% the end column of data

data_leng=row_end-row_start+1;

% the length of "data"

t=zeros(data_leng, 1);
u=zeros(data_leng, 1);
f1=zeros(data_leng, 1);
f2=zeros(data_leng, 1);
f3=zeros(data_leng, 1);
f4=zeros(data_leng, 1);
f5=zeros(data_leng, 1);
f6=zeros(data_leng, 1);

% initial the matrix of time t
% initial the matrix of stimulus signal u
% initial the matrix of response f

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the pathway of file 3nd 3v (pulse)
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-10_WildType\05100601B008.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180601\05180601B002.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180602\05180602A013.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-7-13\2006-7-13(1)\07130601B006.PRN');
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150601\05150601B013.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150602\05150602B000.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\ch\data\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150603\05150603B000.PRN');
%
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030601\08030601B000.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030602\08030602B012.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030603\08030603B001.PRN');
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% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B003.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030605\08030605B000.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030606\08030606B001.PRN');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the pathway of file 2nd 4v (pulse)
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-10_WildType\05100601B010.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180601\05180601B003.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\ 2006-5-18_WildType\05180602\05180602B005.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-7-13\2006-7-13(1)\07130601B009.PRN');
% file_11=('C:\ 2006-5-15_NOB1\05150601\05150601B015.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150602\05150602B004.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150603\05150603B002.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030601\08030601B002.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030602\08030602B014.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030603\08030603B004.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B004.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B006.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030605\08030605B007.PRN');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the pathway of file 1nd 4v (pulse)
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-10_WildType\05100601B012.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180601\05180601B005.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180602\05180602A018.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-7-13\2006-7-13(1)\07130601B011.PRN');
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150601\05150601B017.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150602\05150602B006.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150603\05150603B004.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030601\08030601B006.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030602\08030602B016.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030603\08030603B006.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B007.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030605\08030605B008.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030606\08030606B007.PRN');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the pathway of file 3nd 3v (step)
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-10_WildType\05100601B009.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180601\05180601B001.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180602\05180602A015.PRN');
%
% file_14=('C:\2006-7-13\2006-7-13(1)\07130601B007.PRN');
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150601\05150601B014.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150602\05150602B003.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150603\05150603B001.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030601\08030601B001.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030602\08030602B013.PRN');
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% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030603\08030603B002.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B002.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030605\08030605B001.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030606\08030606B003.PRN');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the pathway of file 2nd 4v (step)
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-10_WildType\05100601B006.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180601\05180601B004.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180602\05180602A017.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-7-13\2006-7-13(1)\07130601B010.PRN');
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150601\05150601B016.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150602\05150602B005.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150603\05150603B003.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030601\08030601B003.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030602\08030602B015.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030603\08030603B005.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B005.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030605\08030605B005.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030606\08030606B006.PRN');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% the pathway of file 1nd 4v (step)
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-10_WildType\05100601B013.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180601\05180601B006.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-18_WildType\05180602\05180602A008.PRN');
%
% file_14=('C:\2006-7-13\2006-7-13(1)\07130601B012.PRN');
% file_11=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150601\05150601B018.PRN');
% file_12=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150602\05150602B007.PRN');
% file_13=('C:\2006-5-15_NOB1\05150603\05150603B005.PRN');
%
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030601\08030601B007.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030602\08030602B017.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030603\08030603B007.PRN');
% file_14=('C:\2006-8-3\08030604\08030604B008.PRN');
% file_15=('C:\2006-8-3\08030605\08030605B009.PRN');
% file_16=('C:\2006-8-3\08030606\08030606B008.PRN');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
data_1=csvread(file_11, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
data_2=csvread(file_12, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
data_3=csvread(file_13, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
% read the control data file and save to "data"
for i=1:data_leng
t(i)=i*dt;
f1(i)=data_1(i);
f2(i)=data_2(i);
f3(i)=data_3(i);

% input the value of t
% input the value of f
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end;
data_min1=min(data_1);
data_min2=min(data_2);
data_min3=min(data_3);
p_s1=0;
p_s2=0;
p_s3=0;
p_s4=0;
p_s5=0;
p_s6=0;
for j=1:data_leng
if data_1(j)==data_min1
p_s1=j;
end;
end;
for j=1:data_leng
if data_2(j)==data_min2
p_s2=j;
end;
end;
for j=1:data_leng
if data_3(j)==data_min3
p_s3=j;
end;
end;

% the value of trough of a-wave (file 1)
% the value of trough of a-wave (file 2)
% the value of trough of a-wave (file 3)

% the number of point to reach the trough of a-wave

disp(' ')
disp(' The number of stress file: ')
disp('
1 - one')
disp('
2 - three')
numFile=input(' Enter your choice: ');
disp(' ')
if numFile==1
data_4=csvread(file_14, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
for i=1:data_leng
f4(i)=data_4(i);
end;
data_min4=min(data_4);

% the value of trough of a-wave (file 4)

for j=1:data_leng
if data_4(j)==data_min4
p_s4=j;
end;
end;
p_s=[p_s1 p_s2 p_s3 p_s4];
t_p_s=min(p_s)*dt;

% display the time to reach trough of a-wave

data_min_matr=[data_min1 data_min2 data_min3 data_min4];
data_min=min(data_min_matr);
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else if numFile==2
data_4=csvread(file_14, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
data_5=csvread(file_15, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
data_6=csvread(file_16, row_start, column_start, [row_start, column_start, row_end, column_end]);
% read the data file and save to "data"
for i=1:data_leng
f4(i)=data_4(i);
f5(i)=data_5(i);
f6(i)=data_6(i);
end;
data_min4=min(data_4);
data_min5=min(data_5);
data_min6=min(data_6);
for j=1:data_leng
if data_4(j)==data_min4
p_s4=j;
end;
end;
for j=1:data_leng
if data_5(j)==data_min5
p_s5=j;
end;
end;
for j=1:data_leng
if data_6(j)==data_min6
p_s6=j;
end;
end;

% the value of trough of a-wave (file 4)
% the value of trough of a-wave (file 5)
% the value of trough of a-wave (file 6)

% the number of point to reach the trough of a-wave

p_s=[p_s1 p_s2 p_s3 p_s4 p_s5 p_s6];
t_p_s=min(p_s)*dt;

% display the time to reach trough of a-wave

data_min_matr=[data_min1 data_min2 data_min3 data_min4 data_min5 data_min6];
data_min=min(data_min_matr);
end;
end;
disp(' ')
disp(' The stimulus light type: ')
disp('
1 - pulse')
disp('
2 - step')
LightType=input(' Enter your choice: ');
disp(' ')
switch LightType
case 1
disp('Please choose the intensity: ');
disp(' 1 - 3nd 3v')
disp(' 2 - 2nd 4v')
disp(' 3 - 1nd 4v')
inten=input(' Enter your choice:');
switch inten
case 1
for i=1:data_leng
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if i>=100 & i<=125
u(i)=1*1.504;
end;
end;
case 2
for i=1:data_leng
if i>=100 & i<=125
u(i)=1*5.71;
end;
end;
case 3
for i=1:data_leng
if i>=100 & i<=125
u(i)=1*46.87;
end;
end;
end;
case 2
disp('Please choose the intensity: ');
disp(' 1 - 3nd 3v')
disp(' 2 - 2nd 4v')
disp(' 3 - 1nd 4v')
inten=input(' Enter your choice:');
switch inten
case 1
for i=1:data_leng
if i>=100 & i<=2100
u(i)=1*1.504;
end;
end;
case 2
for i=1:data_leng
if i>=100 & i<=125
u(i)=1*5.71;
end;
end;
case 3
for i=1:data_leng
if i>=100 & i<=125
u(i)=1*46.87;
end;
end;
end;
end;
if numFile==1
figure(1)
plot(t, u, t, f1, t, f2, t, f3, t, f4);
title('mouse ERG');
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response');
else if numFile==2
figure(1)
plot(t,u,t,f1,t,f2,t,f3,t,f4,t,f5,t,f6);
title('mouse ERG');
xlabel('time(s)');

% input the value of u. u=1.504 when stimulus signal is 3 nd

% input the value of u. u=5.71 when stimulus signal is 2 nd

% input the value of u. u=46.87 when stimulus signal is 1 nd

% input the value of u. u=1.504 when stimulus signal is 3 nd

% input the value of u. u=5.71 when stimulus signal is 2 nd

% input the value of u. u=46.87 when stimulus signal is 1 nd

% plot the ERG figure
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ylabel('response');
end;
end;
data_s_leng=min(p_s)-100+1;
data_m1=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);
data_m2=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);
data_m3=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);
data_m4=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);
data_m5=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);
data_m6=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);

% initial the matrix of new data set (data_s)

t_s=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);
u_s=zeros(data_s_leng, 1);

% initial the matrix of new time set (t_s)
% initial the matrix of new response set (u_s)

if numFile==1
for i=1:data_s_leng
t_s(i)=i*dt;

% input the true data to the new time set

data_m1(i)=data_1(i+100-1);
data_m2(i)=data_2(i+100-1);
data_m3(i)=data_3(i+100-1);
data_m4(i)=data_4(i+100-1);
u_s(i)=u(i+100-1);
end;
else if numFile==2
for i=1:data_s_leng
t_s(i)=i*dt;
data_m1(i)=data_1(i+100-1);
data_m2(i)=data_2(i+100-1);
data_m3(i)=data_3(i+100-1);
data_m4(i)=data_4(i+100-1);
data_m5(i)=data_5(i+100-1);
data_m6(i)=data_6(i+100-1);
u_s(i)=u(i+100-1);
end;
end;
end;

% input the true data to the new data set

% input the true data to the new response set

% input the true data to the new time set
% input the true data to the new data set

% input the true data to the new response set

if numFile==1
figure(2)
% plot the figure from the start to the trough of a-wave
plot(t_s,u_s,t_s,data_m1,'-r',t_s,data_m2,'-r',t_s,data_m3,'-r',t_s,data_m4,'-b');
title('mouse ERG');
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response(s)');
else if numFile==2
figure(2)
% plot the figure from the start to the trough of a-wave
plot(t_s,u_s,t_s,data_m1,'-r',t_s,data_m2,'-r',t_s,data_m3,'-r',t_s,data_m4,'-b',t_s,data_m5,'b',t_s,data_m6,'-b');
title('mouse ERG');
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response(s)');
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end;
end;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% simulate the ERG by using the assumption parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
TNum=[50 5 1 4 0.25];

% according the true proportion to initial R, G, E, cG and GC

IniState=[0 0 0 0 0 0 TNum(4)];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% pulse response
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3nd 3v
% k=[1.1466 3.0324 10.7332 23.4031 7.9535 26.9701 3.8903 9.4393 1.2727 6.0401 0.9249 0.1540]; % for
LD (MSE_Ctrl=199.7567 MSE_Stress=3.7728)
% k=[5.6122 1.7471 8.8844 18.8103 2.3178 2.8186 9.3028 11.4408 0.6341 8.0004 1.5634 0.2591]; % for
LD (MSE_Ctrl=191.1859 MSE_Stress=3.9178)
% k=[15.6102 1.2491 10.0982 0.9594 9.996 22.733 0.2102 4.4278 0.9889 2.8246 1.4145 0.858]; % for
half (MSE_Ctrl=436.1915 MSE_Stress=1.0414e+003)
% k=[12.3432 1.3007 4.3712 5.5563 9.5692 22.1812 0.0864 4.4281 0.9918 2.8257 0.9537 0.3141]; % for
regular (MSE_Ctrl=253.7762 MSE_Stress=145.1571)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2nd 4v
% k=[2.3961 1.0305 4.5150 14.8441 17.6206 5.8011 9.8993 11.8405 4.0722 8.1732 1.7661 0.3861]; % for
LD (MSE_Ctrl=2.1233e+003 MSE_Stress=5.3374)
% k=[14.4791 1.2542 7.7744 1.4327 9.8489 22.3831 0.2005 4.4280 0.9899 2.8249 2.1391 1.4399]; % for
half (MSE_Ctrl=477.0287 MSE_Stress=166.1797)
% k=[13.7936 1.2581 6.1277 1.5547 9.7998 22.2476 0.0540 4.4280 0.9895 2.8247 2.1860 0.4423]; % for
regular (MSE_Ctrl=458.6649 MSE_Stress=77.0374)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1nd 4v
% k=[0.2103 1.9360 10.6392 18.7975 2.2586 11.4064 8.3364 11.4374 1.1552 7.9616 2.0920 0.7399]; %
for LD (MSE_Ctrl=1.7972e+003 MSE_Stress=21.3347)
% k=[13.9828 1.2700 2.8248 5.3405 9.3643 22.6414 0.1710 4.4283 0.9920 2.8250 3.0866 1.6676]; % for
half (MSE_Ctrl=547.5439 MSE_Stress=4.8713e+003)
% k=[14.4896 1.2679 4.9433 4.0565 9.5483 22.6414 0.0508 4.4275 0.9899 2.8252 3.2000 0.5738]; % for
regular (MSE_Ctrl=364.2747 MSE_Stress=315.6097)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% step response for Light Damage
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 3nd 3v
% k=[4.5498 1.9081 5.4999 13.9659 6.4388 5.4053 9.8374 11.7478 4.2840 8.5539 2.1232 0.3226]; % for
LD(MSE_Ctrl=1.0717e+004 MSE_Stress=56.9093)
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% k=[7.2845 0.7639 11.1707 0.8126 5.5602 27.8938 14.3162 9.4395 1.3659 6.1127 2.3477 1.8321]; % for
half (MSE_Ctrl=564.8997 MSE_Stress=1.4881e+003)
% k=[6.2593 0.5496 12.8171 0.7178 3.3565 33.4908 12.5410 9.3530 0.6668 5.9552 2.3848 0.6527]; % for
regular (MSE_Ctrl=565.3747 MSE_Stress=1.2605e+003)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 2nd 4v
% k=[1.689 2.157 6.3111 15.2094 2.984 6.4627 9.0743 11.7056 4.1772 8.4934 2.5897 0.9401]; % for LD
(MSE_Ctrl=2.5738e+003 MSE_Stress=3.4028)
% k=[4.6703 0.0698 10.2552 1.0230 1.8892 32.7690 20.1365 9.3989 1.1316 6.0600 3.1497 1.3820]; % for
half (MSE_Ctrl=145.2273 MSE_Stress=2.6926e+003)
% k=[4.0362 0.1258 9.6381 1.2470 2.8077 31.7324 18.7830 9.4116 1.2032 6.0732 3.0898 0.8182]; % for
regular(MSE_Ctrl=133.7882 MSE_Stress=748.658)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 1nd 4v
% k=[0.2992 1.9212 9.2450 20.2615 1.0213 10.6691 8.4774 11.4411 0.5530 8.0009 2.5782 1.0183]; % for
LD (MSE_Ctrl=2.4625e+003 MSE_Stress=28.1598)
% k=[2.7766 0.7681 6.8994 4.3037 5.1879 27.5068 14.6559 9.4402 1.3728 6.1139 2.7182 1.8480]; % for
half (MSE_Ctrl=997.2897 MSE_Stress=6.7652e+003)
k=[0.2135 1.7794 11.4841 18.4111 3.3368 27.8216 13.9584 9.4498 1.3852 6.1231 2.8780 0.5984]; % for
regular (MSE_Ctrl=620.149 MSE_Stress=623.9785)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% use the paremeters to get the simulation ERG response
% and plot it
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
CtrlK=[k(1) k(2) k(3) k(4) k(5) k(6) k(7) k(8) k(9) k(10) k(11)];
StressK=[k(1) k(2) k(3) k(4) k(5) k(6) k(7) k(8) k(9) k(10) k(12)];
cG_Ctrl=Diff_solution(IniState,u_s,t_s,data_s_leng,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
cG_Stress=Diff_solution(IniState,u_s,t_s,data_s_leng,StressK,dt,TNum);
figure(3)
plot(t_s,u_s,t_s,cG_Ctrl,'-r',t_s,cG_Stress,'-b');
txt2=sprintf('simulate the mouse ERG signal \n by using the assumption parameters');
title(txt2);
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% plot the simulation response and the real response
% in the same figure
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if numFile==1
figure(4)
plot(t_s,u_s,t_s,cG_Ctrl,'-r',t_s,cG_Stress,'-b',t_s,data_m1,'-r',t_s,data_m2,'-r',t_s,data_m3,'r',t_s,data_m4,'-b');
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response');
else if numFile==2
figure(4)
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plot(t_s,u_s,t_s,cG_Ctrl,'-r',t_s,cG_Stress,'-b',t_s,data_m1,'-r',t_s,data_m2,'-r',t_s,data_m3,'r',t_s,data_m4,'-b',t_s,data_m5,'-b',t_s,data_m6,'-b');
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response');
end;
end;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% identify the paremeters and compare the simulation
% response with the real response
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
nIdify=12;

% the number of identification paremeters

imse_1=1000000;
imse=imse_1;

% the limited error mean square

if numFile==1
[k_f,
imse_2]=simu_f12(t_s,nIdify,IniState,k,imse,u_s,data_m1,data_m2,data_m3,data_m4,data_s_leng,dt,TNu
m)
% identify the paremeter set by "simu_2" function
if imse_2>imse
imse=1/2*(imse_1+imse_2);
[k_f,
imse_2]=simu_f12(t_s,nIdify,IniState,k_f,imse,u_s,data_m1,data_m2,data_m3,data_m4,data_s_leng,dt,TN
um)
% identify the paremeter set by "simu_2" function
end;
else if numFile==2
[k_f,
imse_2]=simu_f32(t_s,nIdify,IniState,k,imse,u_s,data_m1,data_m2,data_m3,data_m4,data_m5,data_m6,da
ta_s_leng,dt,TNum)
% identify the paremeter set by "simu_2" function
if imse_2>imse
imse=1/2*(imse_1+imse_2);
[k_f,
imse_2]=simu_f32(t_s,nIdify,IniState,k_f,imse,u_s,data_m1,data_m2,data_m3,data_m4,data_m5,data_m6,
data_s_leng,dt,TNum)
% identify the paremeter set by "simu_2" function
end;
end;
end;
CtrlK=[k_f(1) k_f(2) k_f(3) k_f(4) k_f(5) k_f(6) k_f(7) k_f(8) k_f(9) k_f(10) k_f(11)]
StressK=[k_f(1) k_f(2) k_f(3) k_f(4) k_f(5) k_f(6) k_f(7) k_f(8) k_f(9) k_f(10) k_f(12)]
cG_Ctrl=Diff_solution(IniState,u_s,t_s,data_s_leng,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
cG_Stress=Diff_solution(IniState,u_s,t_s,data_s_leng,StressK,dt,TNum);
if numFile==1
M=zeros(length(cG_Ctrl), 7);
M(:, 1)=t_s(:, 1);
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M(:, 2)=data_m1(:, 1);
M(:, 3)=data_m2(:, 1);
M(:, 4)=data_m3(:, 1);
M(:, 5)=data_m4(:, 1);
M(:, 6)=cG_Ctrl(:, 1);
M(:, 7)=cG_Stress(:, 1);
dlmwrite('ident.txt', M);
else if numFile==2
M=zeros(length(cG_Ctrl), 9);
M(:, 1)=t_s(:, 1);
M(:, 2)=data_m1(:, 1);
M(:, 3)=data_m2(:, 1);
M(:, 4)=data_m3(:, 1);
M(:, 5)=data_m4(:, 1);
M(:, 6)=data_m5(:, 1);
M(:, 7)=data_m6(:, 1);
M(:, 8)=cG_Ctrl(:, 1);
M(:, 9)=cG_Stress(:, 1);
dlmwrite('ident.txt', M);
end;
end;
SEQ_Ctrl=0;
SEQ_Stress=0;
for i=1:length(cG_Ctrl)
SEQ_Ctrl=SEQ_Ctrl+((cG_Ctrl(i)-data_m1(i))*(cG_Ctrl(i)-data_m1(i))+(cG_Ctrl(i)data_m2(i))*(cG_Ctrl(i)-data_m2(i))+(cG_Ctrl(i)-data_m3(i))*(cG_Ctrl(i)-data_m3(i)));
if numFile==1
SEQ_Stress=SEQ_Stress+((cG_Stress(i)-data_m4(i))*(cG_Stress(i)-data_m4(i)));
figure(5)
plot(t_s, data_m1,'-r',t_s,data_m2,'-r',t_s,data_m3,'-r',t_s,data_m4,'-b','LineWidth',0.5);
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response');
hold on;
M=zeros(length(cG_Ctrl), 7);
for j=1:length(cG_Ctrl)
M(j, 1)=t_s(j);
M(j, 2)=data_m1(j);
M(j, 3)=data_m2(j);
M(j, 4)=data_m3(j);
M(j, 5)=data_m4(j);
M(j, 6)=cG_Ctrl(j);
M(j, 7)=cG_Stress(j);
end;
figure(5)
plot(t_s,cG_Ctrl,'-r',t_s, cG_Stress,'-b','LineWidth',2);
hold off;
else if numFile==2
SEQ_Stress=SEQ_Stress+((cG_Stress(i)-data_m4(i))*(cG_Stress(i)-data_m4(i))+(cG_Stress(i)data_m5(i))*(cG_Stress(i)-data_m5(i))+(cG_Stress(i)-data_m6(i))*(cG_Stress(i)-data_m6(i)));
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figure(5)
plot(t_s, data_m1,'-r',t_s,data_m2,'-r',t_s,data_m3,'-r',t_s,data_m4,'-b',t_s,data_m5,'-b',t_s,data_m6,'b','LineWidth',0.5);
xlabel('time(s)');
ylabel('response');
hold on;
M=zeros(length(cG_Ctrl), 9);
for j=1:length(cG_Ctrl)
M(j, 1)=t_s(j);
M(j, 2)=data_m1(j);
M(j, 3)=data_m2(j);
M(j, 4)=data_m3(j);
M(j, 5)=data_m4(j);
M(j, 6)=data_m5(j);
M(j, 7)=data_m6(j);
M(j, 8)=cG_Ctrl(j);
M(j, 9)=cG_Stress(j);
end;
figure(5)
plot(t_s,cG_Ctrl,'-r',t_s, cG_Stress,'-b','LineWidth',2);
hold off;
end;
end;
end;
dlmwrite('ident.txt', M);
MSE_Ctrl=SEQ_Ctrl/(data_s_leng-2)
MSE_Stress=SEQ_Stress/(data_s_leng-2)

2. ERG a-wave model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: ERG_model.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: differential equations of ERG a-wave model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function dy = ERG_model(t, y, k, u, TNum)
% t: time;
% y(1): number of activated R(R*);
% y(2): number of activated G(G*);
% y(3): number of activated E(E*);
% y(4): number of the complex C1 that is the product of E* and cG;
% y(5): number of free guangylyl cyclase (GC);
% y(6): number of the complex C2 that is the product of free GC, GCAPs and the complex C1;
% y(7): concentration of free cG;
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% k(1): activated rate of R;
% k(2): inactivated rate of R*;
% k(3): activated rate of G;
% k(4): inactivated rate of G*; it’s equal to the activated rate of E;
% k(5): inactivated rate of E;
% k(6): reaction velocity of cG and E* (the result is to produce the complex C1);
% k(7): rate of the hydrolysis of the complex C1;
% k(8): reaction velocity of GC, GCAPs and the complex C1;
% k(9): rate of the synthesis of cG;
% k(10): rate of which GC converts to GC*;
% u: stimulus signal;
% TNum(1): number of total R;
% TNum(2): number of total G;
% TNum(3): number of total E;
% TNum(4): concentration of free cG in dark;
% TNum(5): number of free GC;
dy=[k(1)*u*(TNum(1)-y(1))-k(2)*y(1)*(TNum(4)-y(7))
k(3)*y(1)*(TNum(2)-y(2))-k(4)*y(2)*y(2)*(TNum(3)-y(3))
k(4)*(TNum(3)-y(3))*y(2)*y(2)-k(5)*y(3)-k(6)*y(3)*y(7)+k(7)*y(4)
k(6)*y(3)*y(7)-k(7)*y(4)
-k(8)*(TNum(4)-y(7))*y(5)+k(9)*y(6)+k(10)*(TNum(4)-y(7))*(TNum(5)-y(5))
k(8)*y(5)*(TNum(4)-y(7))-k(9)*y(6)
-k(6)*y(3)*y(7)+k(9)*y(6)];

3. Jacobian Matrix of control subjects
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: JocabCtrlFunction.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: getting Jacobian matrix of control subjects
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function JocbCtrl=JocbCtrlFunction(IniState,u,t,t_long,k,nIdify,dt,TNum)
JocbCtrl=zeros(t_long,nIdify);
CtrlK=[k(1) k(2) k(3) k(4) k(5) k(6) k(7) k(8) k(9) k(10) k(11)];
OriginalValue=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
dstep=0.01;
for i=1:11
kCurrent=CtrlK;
kCurrent(i)=kCurrent(i)+dstep;
CurrentValue=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,kCurrent,dt,TNum);
JocbCtrl(:,i)=(CurrentValue-OriginalValue)/dstep;
End
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4. Jacobian Matrix of stress subjects
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: JocabStressFunction.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: getting Jacobian matrix of stress subjects
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function JocbStress=JocbbStressFunction(IniState,u,t,t_long,k,nIdify,dt,TNum)
JocbStress=zeros(t_long, nIdify);
OriginalValue=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,k,dt,TNum);
dstep=0.01;
for i=1:11
kCurrent=k;
kCurrent(i)=kCurrent(i)+dstep;
CurrentValue=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,kCurrent,dt,TNum);
if(i==11)
JocbStress(:,12)=(CurrentValue-OriginalValue)/dstep;
else
JocbStress(:,i)=(CurrentValue-OriginalValue)/dstep;
end
end

5. Solution of the model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: Diff_Matr.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: solving the model and storing the results
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Diff_Matr(IniState, u, t, t_long, k, filename, dt, TNum)
fid=fopen(filename, 'w');
fprintf(fid,'%6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f\n', t(1), u(1), IniState(1), IniState(2),
IniState(3), IniState(4), IniState(5), IniState(6), IniState(7));
for j=1:(t_long-1)
t1=j*dt;
t2=(j+1)*dt;
input=u(j);
ka=[k(1) k(2) k(3) k(4) k(5) k(6) k(7) k(8) k(9) k(10)];
[T, C]=ode15s(@ERG_model, [t1 t2], IniState, [], ka, input, TNum);
[row_C column_C]=size(C);
IniState=[C(row_C, 1)
C(row_C, 2)
C(row_C, 3)
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C(row_C, 4)
C(row_C, 5)
C(row_C, 6)
C(row_C, 7)];
T1=T(row_C, 1);
fprintf(fid,'%6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f\n', T1, input, IniState(1), IniState(2),
IniState(3), IniState(4), IniState(5), IniState(6), IniState(7));
end;
fclose(fid);

6. Getting cG

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% File name: Diff_Matr.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: getting value of cG
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function Diff_solution=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,k,dt,TNum)
Diff_Matr(IniState,u,t,t_long,k,'temp.tex',dt,TNum);
data=load('temp.tex');
[row, column]=size(data);
Diff_solution=zeros(row, 1);
for i=1:row
Diff_solution(i)=k(11)*data(i,9)*data(i,9)*data(i,9)-k(11)*TNum(4)*TNum(4)*TNum(4);
end;

7. Identifying the Parameters
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: simu_f12.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: indentifying the parameters when there is
%
only one stress subject.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [k_matr, imse]=simu_f(t,nIdify,IniState,k,Error_limit,u,f1,f2,f3,f4,t_long,dt,TNum)
CtrlK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11)];
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StressK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(12)];
ErrorMat_Ctrl1=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Ctrl2=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Ctrl3=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Stress=zeros(t_long, 1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% calculate the Jacobian Matrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

cG_Ctrl=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
cG_Stress=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,StressK,dt,TNum);
ErrorMat_1=f1-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_2=f2-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_3=f3-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_4=f4-cG_Stress;
Energy=(ErrorMat_1'*ErrorMat_1+ErrorMat_2'*ErrorMat_2+ErrorMat_3'*ErrorMat_3+ErrorMat_4'*Erro
rMat_4)/(t_long-2);
E_E0=Energy;
E_init=100000;
E_E1=E_init;
E_E2=E_init;
E_E3=E_init;
lamda=1000;
bContinue=1;
fid=fopen('temp.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid,'%6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f
%6.7f\n',Energy,k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11),k(12));
while ( Energy>Error_limit & bContinue>0)
CtrlK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11)];
StressK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(12)];
JocbCtrl=JocbCtrlFunction(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,nIdify,dt,TNum);
JocbStress=JocbStressFunction2(IniState,u,t,t_long,StressK,nIdify,dt,TNum);
delta_k=(lamda*eye(nIdify)+3*JocbCtrl'*JocbCtrl+JocbStress'*JocbStress)^(1)*(JocbCtrl'*ErrorMat_1+JocbCtrl'*ErrorMat_2+JocbCtrl'*ErrorMat_3+JocbStress'*ErrorMat_4);
k_k0=k;
delta_k=0.5*delta_k;
k=k+delta_k';
CtrlK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11)];
StressK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(12)];
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if (k(1)<0 | k(2)<0 | k(3)<0 | k(4)<0 | k(5)<0 | k(6)<0 | k(7)<0 | k(8)<0 | k(9)<0 | k(10)<0 | k(11)<0 |
k(12)<0)
k=k_k0;
Energy=E_E0;
bContinue=0;
end;
cG_Ctrl=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
cG_Stress=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,StressK,dt,TNum);
ErrorMat_1=f1-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_2=f2-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_3=f3-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_4=f4-cG_Stress;
Energy=(ErrorMat_1'*ErrorMat_1+ErrorMat_2'*ErrorMat_2+ErrorMat_3'*ErrorMat_3+ErrorMat_4'*Erro
rMat_4)/(t_long-2)
fprintf(fid,'%6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f
%6.7f\n',Energy,k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11),k(12));
if Energy<E_E0
lamda=lamda/4;
else
lamda=lamda*2;
k=k_k0;
end;
E_E3=E_E2;
E_E2=E_E1;
E_E1=E_E0;
E_E0=Energy;
if (E_E0>E_E1)&(E_E1>E_E2)&(E_E2>E_E3)
bContinue=0;
end;
end;
fclose(fid);
data=load('temp.txt');
[row, column]=size(data);
if row>1
data_Eng=zeros((row-1), 1);
for i=1:(row-1)
data_Eng(i)=data((i+1), 1);
end;
Eng_min=min(data_Eng);
k_matr=zeros(1, nIdify);
p=0;
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for j=1:(row-1)
if data_Eng(j, 1)==Eng_min
p=j+1;
end;
end;
k_matr=[data(p,2) data(p,3) data(p,4) data(p,5) data(p,6) data(p,7) data(p,8) data(p,9) data(p,10)
data(p,11) data(p,12) data(p,13)];
imse=data(p, 1);
else
k_matr=[data(1,2) data(1,3) data(1,4) data(1,5) data(1,6) data(1,7) data(1,8) data(1,9) data(1,10)
data(1,11) data(1,12) data(1,13)];
imse=data(1,1);
end;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% File name: simu_f32.m
% Author: Lei Lu
% Data: June 2006
% Function: identifying the parameters when there are
%
three stress subjects
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [k_matr, imse]=simu_f(t,nIdify,IniState,k,Error_limit,u,f1,f2,f3,f4,f5,f6,t_long,dt,TNum)
CtrlK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11)];
StressK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(12)];
ErrorMat_Ctrl1=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Ctrl2=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Ctrl3=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Stress1=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Stress2=zeros(t_long, 1);
ErrorMat_Stress3=zeros(t_long, 1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% calculate the Jacobian Matrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
cG_Ctrl=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
cG_Stress=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,StressK,dt,TNum);
ErrorMat_1=f1-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_2=f2-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_3=f3-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_4=f4-cG_Stress;
ErrorMat_5=f5-cG_Stress;
ErrorMat_6=f6-cG_Stress;
Energy=(ErrorMat_1'*ErrorMat_1+ErrorMat_2'*ErrorMat_2+ErrorMat_3'*ErrorMat_3+ErrorMat_4'*ErrorMat_4+Err
orMat_5'*ErrorMat_5+ErrorMat_6'*ErrorMat_6)/(t_long-2);
E_E0=Energy;
E_init=100000;
E_E1=E_init;
E_E2=E_init;
E_E3=E_init;
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lamda=1000;
bContinue=1;
fid=fopen('temp.txt', 'w');
fprintf(fid,'%6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f
%6.7f\n',Energy,k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11),k(12));
while ( Energy>Error_limit & bContinue>0)
CtrlK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11)];
StressK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(12)];
JacobMat_Ctrl=JocbCtrlFunction(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,nIdify,dt,TNum);
JacobMat_Stress=JocbStressFunction2(IniState,u,t,t_long,StressK,nIdify,dt,TNum);
delta_k=(lamda*eye(nIdify)+3*JacobMat_Ctrl'*JacobMat_Ctrl+3*JacobMat_Stress'*JacobMat_Stress)^(1)*(JacobMat_Ctrl'*ErrorMat_1+JacobMat_Ctrl'*ErrorMat_2+JacobMat_Ctrl'*ErrorMat_3+JacobMat_Stress'*ErrorM
at_4+JacobMat_Stress'*ErrorMat_5+JacobMat_Stress'*ErrorMat_6);
k_k0=k;
disp('***************************')
delta_k=0.5*delta_k;
k=k+delta_k';
CtrlK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11)];
StressK=[k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(12)];
if (k(1)<0 | k(2)<0 | k(3)<0 | k(4)<0 | k(5)<0 | k(6)<0 | k(7)<0 | k(8)<0 | k(9)<0 | k(10)<0 | k(11)<0 | k(12)<0)
k=k_k0;
Energy=E_E0;
bContinue=0;
end;
cG_Ctrl=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,CtrlK,dt,TNum);
cG_Stress=Diff_solution(IniState,u,t,t_long,StressK,dt,TNum);
ErrorMat_1=f1-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_2=f2-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_3=f3-cG_Ctrl;
ErrorMat_4=f4-cG_Stress;
ErrorMat_5=f5-cG_Stress;
ErrorMat_6=f6-cG_Stress;
Energy=(ErrorMat_1'*ErrorMat_1+ErrorMat_2'*ErrorMat_2+ErrorMat_3'*ErrorMat_3+ErrorMat_4'*ErrorMat_4+Err
orMat_5'*ErrorMat_5+ErrorMat_6'*ErrorMat_6)/(t_long-2)
fprintf(fid,'%6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f %6.7f
%6.7f\n',Energy,k(1),k(2),k(3),k(4),k(5),k(6),k(7),k(8),k(9),k(10),k(11),k(12));
if Energy<E_E0
lamda=lamda/4;
else
lamda=lamda*2;
k=k_k0;
end;
E_E3=E_E2;
E_E2=E_E1;
E_E1=E_E0;
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E_E0=Energy;
if (E_E0>E_E1)&(E_E1>E_E2)&(E_E2>E_E3)
bContinue=0;
end;
end;
fclose(fid);
data=load('temp.txt');
[row, column]=size(data);
if row>1
data_Eng=zeros((row-1), 1);
for i=1:(row-1)
data_Eng(i)=data((i+1), 1);
end;
Eng_min=min(data_Eng);
k_matr=zeros(1, nIdify);
p=0;
for j=1:(row-1)
if data_Eng(j, 1)==Eng_min
p=j+1;
end;
end;
k_matr=[data(p,2) data(p,3) data(p,4) data(p,5) data(p,6) data(p,7) data(p,8) data(p,9) data(p,10) data(p,11) data(p,12)
data(p,13)];
imse=data(p, 1);
else
k_matr=[data(1,2) data(1,3) data(1,4) data(1,5) data(1,6) data(1,7) data(1,8) data(1,9) data(1,10) data(1,11) data(1,12)
data(1,13)];
imse=data(1,1);
end;
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APPENDIX B. Figures of Experimental
and Estimated Data
1. Simulations of wild-type mice
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Fig. B1. Subjects: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: pulse.
Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B2. Subjects: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: pulse.
Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B3. Subjects: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: step.
Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B4. Subjects: wild-type after APB. Stimulus: step.
Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.

2. Simulations of wild-type and light-damaged mice
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Fig. B5. Subjects: wild-type after APB and light-damaged wild-type after APB.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B6. Subjects: wild-type after APB and light-damaged wild-type after APB.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B7. Subjects: wild-type after APB and light-damaged wild-type after APB.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B8. Subjects: wild-type after APB and light-damaged wild-type after APB.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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3. Simulations of NOB1 and drug-damaged mice
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Fig. B9. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 30 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B10. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 30 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B11. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 30 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B12. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 30 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B13. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 12.997 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B14. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 30 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B15. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B16. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: pulse. Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B17. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 12.407 photons cm-2 s-1.
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Fig. B18. Subjects: NOB1 and drug-damaged. Drug dose: 60 mg/kg body weight.
Stimulus: step. Light Intensity (Log): 13.891 photons cm-2 s-1.
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